Gene delivery with optimized electroporation parameters shows potential for treatment of gliomas.
Electroporation, a standard laboratory method of introducing exogenous molecules into cells, has been gaining importance as a very effective non-viral physical technique of gene delivery. In this study, we have used subcutaneous model of the C6 rat glioma cells and established an optimal condition to obtain very high gene expression in tumor tissues using both reporter and functional genes. Tumors grown on the flanks of Wistar rats are exposed and directly injected with plasmid DNA having the constructs of luciferase, green fluorescent protein and, the fragment of the diphtheria toxin, DT-A. The tumors are then subjected to square wave pulses from an electroporator. Gene expression is found to be several orders of magnitude higher when the tumors are pulsed with the optimized electrical parameters compared to the controls. For luciferase, the enhancement is approximately 135-fold, for the green fluorescent protein, gene expression is seen over a wide area within the sections examined, as contrast to a few punctate dots in the control specimens, and finally, DT-A shows massive death in the tumor tissue. A special circular array of six needles through which pulses are delivered with rotating electric field is found to be highly efficient in transferring genes inside the tumor. Direct injection of plasmid DNA followed by electroporation allows very high in vivo gene transfer and its subsequent expression into tumor tissues. This method may be applicable to any solid tumor.